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Tagline

Short Description

Full Description

Paperspace is a high-performance cloud computing & ML

development platform for building, training & deploying machine

learning models.

Powering next-generation workflows and the future of intelligent

applications

Powering next-generation workflows and the future of

intelligent applications.

Paperspace is a high-performance cloud computing and ML

development platform for building, training and deploying machine

learning models. Tens of thousands of individuals, startups, and

enterprises use Paperspace to iterate faster and collaborate on

intelligent, real-time prediction engines. 

Paperspace is backed by leading investors including Battery

Ventures, Intel Capital, SineWave Ventures, Sorenson Ventures, Y

Combinator, and Initialized Capital. 

To learn more about Paperspace, please visit paperspace.com or

follow us on Twitter: twitter.com/hellopaperspace
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Dillon Erb

Daniel Kobran

 

Working in the architecture and engineering

world, Daniel became an expert in a technology

called Building Information Modeling (BIM)

which is a real-time, 3D representation of

complex structures. Offloading computational

workloads to the cloud was an early

manifestation of Paperspace. Daniel’s role at

Paperspace encompasses business

development, operations, and cloud

infrastructure.

Dillon Erb is CEO and co-founder of Paperspace

(www.paperspace.com), a leading provider of

cloud solutions for machine intelligence. Prior

to Paperspace, Dillon worked on projects

ranging from robotic fabrication toolstacks to

HPC applications for topology optimization.

Today, Dillon spends his time working to define

cloud machine learning pipelines and

accelerating the adoption of AI by developers. 
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Console Screenshots

Gradient Screenshots
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